AGES 11+

The Web Development curriculum teaches students essential STEM skills including
Programming, Logical Thinking and Product Development with a step-by-step approach
All Web courses follow a structured curriculum with daily challenges designed to promote
critical thinking and experiential learning. The end goal of the Web curriculum is to
develop a technical and soft skill set for students to be able to create a final web
product such as Facebook, Amazon, Netflix,…starting from a single idea.

PROGRAM DETAILS
2-year curriculum
Classes once per week
One-hour in duration
8 students max per class

The Web Development curriculum was created by a computer
science team from the University of Toronto, with years of
experience in educational development and teaching. This
program’s vision is to create a community of young innovators by
developing computer science and engineering skills and directing
them towards building products based on real-world problems
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HTML PROGRAMMING
for web page design

HTML-100: INTRODUCTION TO HTML
Prerequisite: ages 11+ (no experience required)

This course lays forth the fundamental structuring techniques of building web products like Facebook. This
course focuses on enabling students to structurally build the skeletons of websites. In this course, they will be
building 7 exciting webpages such as making a website like IMDB (A movie reviews website)
In this course, students will learn multiple basic HTML tags, building forms and using images. Apart from tags,
they will also learn researching skills and learn to use APIs to interface with the web

HTML-200: ADVANCED HTML
Prerequisite: HTML-100

This course is a continuation to HTML-100, where students learn advanced HTML tags, tables, lists,
creating multi-paged websites and learn the basics of digital marketing through SEO tags. By the end of
this course they will have built multiple larger portfolio web projects
Soft skills such as teamwork is heavily emphasised in this course to foster auxiliary skills such as
leadership and communication
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CSS PROGRAMMING
for web page styling

CS-100: INTRODUCTION TO CSS
Prerequisite: HTML-200

CSS allows students to beautify the product that they build. CSS goes hand in hand with HTML and
allows the structures built using HTML to be transformed into visually aesthetic websites that users will
love to visit.
In this course, students learn the basics of CSS such as adding colours, borders, margins and other
aesthetic elements to make their website standout. Apart from CSS, students also learn the
fundamentals of User Experience and Wireframe Design. At the end of this course, students should have
built multiple aesthetical pleasing websites according to specification as well as a creative project

CSS-200: ADVANCED CSS
Prerequisite: CSS-100

CSS-200 continues onto mastering the use of Bootstrap, the most popular CSS framework in the world.
In this course, they will learn how to use multiple bootstrap components that will allow them to build
interfaces to be on par with successful products in the market such as Twitter.
At the end of this course, students will have built products in response to various user requirements. They
will continue building their product development mentality to help build a product from a customer’s need
until the finished product
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JAVASCRIPT
forPROGRAMMING
web page interactivity
JAVASCRIPT
for web page interactivity

JSC-100: GAME PROGRAMMING I
Prerequisite: CSS-100

JavaScript is an essential language of web programming used to add interactivity to web pages. Both
JSC100 and JSC200 teach JavaScript through making web games, crafted with inducing curiosity and
interest into web development.
Throughout this course, students will build a game platform while learning the fundamentals of
programming and game design. Programming concepts such as data storage, decision making, loops and
various programming operations are introduced and practiced. Game design concepts such as game
physics, character design and level building are also covered in this introductory JavaScript course

JSC-200: GAME PROGRAMMING II
Prerequisite: JSC-100

JSC-200 is a direct continuation to JSC-100. This course teaches advanced game building and
polishing techniques that makes the previously built game platform publishing ready!
At the end of the course, a mini game is built by students according to client specification
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JAVASCRIPT PROGRAMMING
for web page interactivity

JSC-300: JAVASCRIPT WEB I
Prerequisite: JSC-200

Previous JavaScript courses provide a gamified outlook to JavaScript. JSC-300 teaches the core and
fundamental aspects of JavaScript for web development
This fundamentals course is filled with dozens of mini projects and introduces a client-focused outlook
to project development

JSC-400: JAVASCRIPT WEB II
Prerequisite: JSC-300

This course teaches advanced concepts that allows for the creation of a complex web project. It will
conclude core concepts for web development including logical exercises relating to product functionality.
At the end of this course, students will be able to convert complex logical ideas into JavaScript code
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Web Development Project

WDP-100: WEB TOOLS INTEGRATION
Prerequisite: JSC-400

This concept blends in the concept taught across HTML, CSS, and JavaScript courses to ultimately
prepare students for next term’s capstone project. At the end of this course, students will be able to
systematically manipulate HTML, CSS and JS elements as well as integrate technologies from external
developers for incremental innovation
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WDP-200: WEB DEVELOPMENT PROJECT
Prerequisite: WDP-100

In the final course of the front-end web development curriculum, students will build two projects that
demonstrates their programming skills for front-end development. Students will be building the front-end
of a Currency Converter and an AI-based Text Summarization tool from the ground up.

What’s Next?
Game Development curriculum for ages 12+ was created for
students who want to continue to learn programming using
Python. There are four courses teaching the fundamentals of
programming through the fun application of video game
development.
Robotics curriculum provides students ages 9-11, 12-16 a multidiscipline experience, teaching programming, computer design &
3D printing, electric circuits, and microcontroller coding. It is a
great program for students who wish to experience various
disciplines of engineering and computer science.

